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Composite Performance-Dependability 
Analysis of Cellular Manufacturing Systems 

N. Viswanadham, Fellow, IEEE, and R. Ram 

Abstract- This paper deals with the transient analysis of 
manufacturing systems in the presence of failures and repairs. 
The exact model is decomposed into 1) a structure state 
process, modeling the failure and repair events which occur 
at a slower time scale, and 2) a performance model, modeling 
the part processing and material movement events occurring 
at a faster time scale. The solutions of these two models 
are combined to yield the mean and standard deviation of 
cumulative production over an interval. Such studies, called 
combined performance-dependability studies, are important in 
the manufacturing context. 

We define combined performance and dependability 
(performability) measures in the manufacturing context, and 
provide a mathematical formulation. Detailed performability 
studies are carried out for cellular manufacturing systems, 
in particular for a flexible manufacturing cell and a two-cell 
manufacturing system featuring blocking and prioritized, 
centralized repair. We also present several numerical examples. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UTOMATED manufacturing systems (AMs’s) are A a complex interconnection of subsystems such as 
Numerically Controlled Machine Centers, Assembly stations, 
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV’s), Robots and Conveyors. 
These systems are highly capital intensive and have short 
process life cycles. To realize high pay-back ratio, the system 
has to operate at high throughput levels. One factor that has 
a major influence on system performance is the unscheduled 
down-time of the equipment due to failures. The structure 
of the interconnected manufacturing system changes with 
failures and repairs and consequently the performance levels 
deteriorate or improve. In this paper, we present an approach 
for the performance analysis of manufacturing systems in the 
presence of failures and repairs. 

Throughput and Manufacturing Lead Time are two im- 
portant performance measures in a manufacturing system. 
Throughput is the number parts produced per unit time and 
lead time is the amount of time the workpiece resides on the 
factory floor. Most previous performance studies are conducted 
under failure-free assumptions. Discrete event simulation, Petri 
Nets, Markov chains, and Queueing Networks are used to com- 
pute the performance measures. Here, we conduct composite 
performance-dependability studies to determine the moments 
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of cumulative production of a manufacturing system consisting 
of failure-prone subsystems. 

This paper deals with the transient analysis of manufac- 
turing systems in the presence of failures and repairs. The 
exact model is decomposed into 1) a structure state process, 
modeling the failure and repair events which typically occur at 
a slower time scale: and 2)  a performance model, modeling the 
part processing and material movement events that typically 
occur at a faster time scale. The solutions of these two models 
are combined to yield the mean and standard deviation of 
cumulative production over a finite time horizon. Such studies 
are termed combined performance-dependability studies. The 
main contributions of this paper are the following: 

1) It addresses the issue of assessing the performance of a 
cellular manufacturing system over a finite time horizon 
in the face of failures and repairs: 

2)  It quantitatively studies the variability induced in the 
system performance due to subsystem failures and re- 
pairs, by computing the moments (mean and standard 
deviation) of cumulative production of failure-prone 
manufacturing systems. 

We define combined performance-dependability (performa- 
bility) measures in the manufacturing context, and provide a 
mathematical formulation. This framework provides a unified 
approach to study the availability, throughput, or lead time- 
related performance of a failure-prone manufacturing system 
over a finite time. Detailed performability studies are carried 
out for cellular manufacturing systems, in particular for a flex- 
ible manufacturing cell and a two-cell manufacturing system 
featuring blocking and prioritized, centralized repair. We also 
present several numerical examples. 

A .  Previous Research 

In the manufacturing literature, performance and reliability 
issues are dealt separately. Various analytical and simula- 
tion based modeling tools have been used for performance 
evaluation. Reliability analysis of manufacturing systems has 
received relatively little attention. Combined performance- 
reliability studies in the context of transfer lines with unreliable 
machines are surveyed in [6]. Dallery er al. [5]  have developed 
a technique to compute the average production rate of a 
transfer line with unreliable machines. Albino et al. [2]  present 
a method for obtaining the steady-state average throughput in 
the presence of failures and repairs. These studies focus on 
determining only average values of performance in the face of 
failures. However, recent studies point to a need to obtain more 
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complete information on system performance. For instance, in 
the context of transfer lines employing failure-prone machines, 
Gershwin [ 1 I ]  highlights the inadequacy of using only average 
values (such as mean throughput) in assessing the system 
performance, and argues that more information (such as the 
variance of the production) is necessary to give a more realistic 
assessment. Thus, transient analysis of an AMS for moments 
of performance over a finite time horizon is highly relevant. 
This paper considers techniques for computing the moments 
of certain cumulative performance measures over a specified 
finite time horizon. 

Performability modeling is an important topic of research 
in the area of fault-tolerant computing systems. Beaudry 
[3] introduced performance-related reliability for gracefully 
degrading fault-tolerant systems. Meyer [ 141 introduced the 
term performability, and provided a formal definition of the 
performability measure. Efficient performability evaluation 
techniques have since been extensively investigated. Papers 
representative of the work in this area are [9], [IO], 1121, [18]. 
Performability analysis of manufacturing systems appears in 
Viswanadham et al. [ 191 and Ram [ 161. 

B .  Outline of the Paper 

In Section 11, we present the approach followed for com- 
puting the performability distribution and/or its moments and 
define the various terms used in this paper. In Section I11 we 
study a flexible manufacturing cell under various repair strate- 
gies and present numerical results. In Section IV, we consider 
a generic cellular manufacturing system with finite buffers and 
prioritized centralized repair, with multiple repairmen. We use 
stochastic Petri Nets to model the failure-repair behavior as 
well as to obtain the performance measures of the cellular 
manufacturing system. 

11. COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE-DEPENDABILITY MODEL 

It is possible to develop an exact monolithic performance- 
dependability model for manufacturing system taking to ac- 
count setups, part processing, failures, repairs and reconfigu- 
ration. Single machine examples of such an analysis maybe 
found in [ 161. However such an approach suffers from two 
problems: largeness and stiffness. Decomposition and ag- 
gregation methods are commonly followed to obtain near 
accurate solutions in these cases. Generally subsystem-wise 
decomposition and time-scale decomposition are two possible 
altematives. In this paper we follow the latter. 

The approach followed here is the following: we first obtain 
a structure state process (SSP), which describes the system 
evolution as influenced by failures and repairs. We define 
a performance model in each structure state and determine 
the reward (throughput or lead time), and use these values 
in the structure state process to determine the performability. 
The basis for such an approach is the large difference in the 
frequencies of failurehepair events and the part processing 
events. This leads to a natural hierarchical model: 

1 )  A higher level (slow time-scale) structure-state process 
describing the failure-repair process. 

2 )  A lower level (fast time-scale) performance model de- 
scribing part processing and part handling activities. 

In this paper, we assume that in each state of the structure 
state process, the performance model reaches steady state. 
This is a valid assumption because of the orders of magnitude 
difference in the failure rates and processing rates: a typical 
processing rate is 3 parts per hour whereas a typical failure rate 
is 1 in 200 hours. We may also mention that the time-scale de- 
composition proposed above leads to immense computational 
savings. 

Failures can be classified into two types in the manufactur- 
ing systems context. 

1) Operation dependent: Failures occur only when the 
machine is in operation. 

2) State-independent (also termed time-dependent): Fail- 
ures occur independent of the state of the machine, i.e., 
whether the machine is busy or idle. 

Our approach basically deals with independent failures but 
could be adapted to operation dependent failures. We consider 
this point later in the paper. 

Several situations can also arise with regard to repair. These 
include no-repair, centralized repair, and decentralized repair. 
The no-repair case is of interest in the case of night-shift 
operations. If there exists a separate repair station for each 
family of equipment, it is termed decentralized repair. If all 
equipment goes for repair to a common repair station, then we 
are considering a system with centralized repair. 

A. Composite Performance-Dependability Measures 

Manufacturing systems are composed of several subsystems. 
Each subsystem can be in a failed or operational state. The 
failure and repair events will result in deterioration or enhance- 
ment of system performance. Also each of these events change 
the structure of the system. We capture these interactions 
through the concept of structure state processes. 

Definition: The structure state of an automated manufactur- 
ing system is a vector whose components describe the status 
of its constituent subsystems. 

The structure state of the system changes due to failures 
and repairs as time progresses. The transitional dynamics from 
one state to another is captured via the structure state process 
defined below. 

Definition: Let Z ( U )  be the structure state of the manu- 
facturing system at time U > 0. Then the family of random 
variables { Z(U) .  U 2 O} is called the structure state process 
(SSP). 

The structure state process can be described by Markov 
chains, Queueing Networks, or Stochastic Petri Nets. We 
assume that the system reaches steady state in each of the 
structure states and use a performance model to compute the 
throughput or the manufacturing lead time, or, more generally 
the reward associated with that structure state; the reward is 
a quantitative index of the system performance in a specific 
structure state. 

Let S be the state space of the SSP, which is partitioned 
into two disjoint sets, So and Sf-; So is the set of operational 
states and SF is the set of non-operational states. Suppose the 
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structure state process { Z ( U ) ,  U 2 0 )  is a homogeneous finite- 
state continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) with state space 
S, and infinitesimal generator Q. Let p i ( t )  be the unconditional 
probability that the CTMC is in state i at time t ,  and let 
P ( t )  represent the state probability vector of the CTMC. It 
is well-known that 

P ( t )  = P(t )Q 

1 )  Repairable Systems: When the system is repairable in 
every state, the Markov chain is likely to be irreducible. If the 
system is not repairable in some states, then the Markov chain 
will have absorbing states. We deal with both the cases here. 
The steady-state probability vector 7r = limt-m P ( t )  exists if 
the CTMC is irreducible and positive recurrent, and satisfies 

Define 

Then L ( t )  satisfies the differential equation 

Li( t )  = L( t )Q + P(0);  L(0)  = 0. 

Note that Li( t )  is the expected total time spent by the 
CTMC in state i during an observation period [ O , t ] .  (Here, 
0 represents a 1 S I-dimensional vector of zeroes). 

2 )  Non-Repairable Systems: For non-repairable systems, 
the Markov chain model of the structure state process will 
exhibit absorbing states that represent complete system failure. 
Here, the mean time to total system failure is of interest. To 
compute this, define 

vi = lim Li( t )  = Pi(u)du, i E S 
t-cc i= 

then vi represents the mean time spent by the CTMC in state i 
until absorption. Also vi = 0 for i E Sa and is finite fo r i  E St, 
where Sa and St are sets of absorbing and transient states. 
Note that S = Sa U St. To compute vi, form a new matrix Qt 
of size I St I x I St 1,  where I St I denotes the cardinality of 
the set St by restricting Q to only the set of transient states. 
Then the row vector 7 = 171, vz..., VIS, I ]  satisfies the equation 

vQt = -Pt(O) 

where Pt(0) is the initial probability vector restricted to the 
transient states. Then we have 

Mean time to absorption = vi 

iESt 

A survey of the numerical techniques for Markov chain 
transient analysis problems of the nature indicated above is 
presented by Reibman et al. [17]. 

2) Performability Problem Formulation: In a performabil- 
ity model, we combine the structure state model (or reliability 
model) which describes the system evolution as influenced 
only by failures and repairs, with the performance model that 
describes the system performance (throughput, lead time, etc.) 
in each state of the structure state process. 

a )  Dependability measures: We now define two 
important measures, reliability and availability. For this we 
define the indicator random variable 

1 if Z ( u )  E SO 
0 if Z ( U )  E SF I ( u )  = 

Definition: The reliability of a system over an observation 
period [O,t] is the probability that the system is functioning 
properly throughout the observation period. Thus, 

R(t)  = P { I ( u )  = l ,Vu E [O, t ] }  

Definition: Availability measures consist of the following 
types. 

The point availability or instantaneous availability 
PAV(u) of a system, at time U 2 0, is the probability 
that the system is properly functioning at time U .  

The cumulative operational time, O ( t )  of the system 
over [0, t]  is the amount of time the system is operational 
over [ O : t ] .  
The interval availability, I A V ( t ) ,  is the fraction of time 
the system is operational over [ O , t ] .  

While point availability PAV(t)  reflects the state of the 
system at a given point of time, O ( t )  and I A V ( t )  are more 
useful measures. Clearly, these measures are given by 

P A V ( U )  = P { I ( u )  = I}; 

O ( t )  = 1 ' I ( u ) d u ;  

I A V ( t )  = lt I ( u ) ~ u  

The steady-state availability, A, of a system is the limiting 
value of availability P A V ( U )  as U - co. Thus, 

A = lim PAV(u)  = lim E [ I A V ( u ) ]  
U" U" 

Note that A = 0 for non-repairable systems. For repairable 
systems, A is the fraction of time the system functions 
properly. 

When the structure state process is described by a 
continuous-time Markov chain we have 

P A V ( t )  = P;(t);  
i € S O  

A =  ET.; 
Z€SO 
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b) Markov Reward Models: In this section, we 
present the composite measures that combine both perfor- 
mance and dependability aspects, using the notions of the 
structure state process and instantaneous and accumulated 
rewards. In each structure state, we define an index of per- 
formance such as throughput or lead time. This performance 
measure is in general called a reward. 

Let { Z ( U ) ,  U 2 0} be the SSP of the manufacturing system 
and S be its state space. Let yi be the (non-negative) reward 
in structure state i .  Then we have: 

1) Instantaneous reward at time A :  

X ( t )  = yz(t) = yi if Z ( t )  = i 

2) Accumulated reward over [0, t ]  

Y ( t )  = I' X(U)$'LL = lt YZ(u]d 'U 

3) Distribution of accumulated reward 

FY(Y ,  t )  = Prob(Y(t) I Y) 

Using the above definitions, we can compute the expected 
rewards E [ X ( t ) ] ,  E [ Y ( t ) ]  and their steady state values. These 
are indicators of the average performance of a manufacturing 
system in the face of failures. 

Expected Instantaneous Reward (applicable to both re- 
pairable and .non-repairable systems) 

E I X ( t ) l  = Y7p2(t) 

ZES 

Expected Accumulated Reward (applicable to both re- 
pairable and non-repairable systems) 

E[Y( t ) l  = y J z ( t )  
2ES 

Steady-State Expected Instantaneous Reward (of interest 
for repairable systems) 

lirn E [ X ( ~ ) ]  = Cyzr, 
t-m 

LES 

Expected accumulated reward until absorption (of inter- 
est for non-repairable systems) 

t-m lim E [ Y ( t ) ]  CyZq7 
1 E S  

general, for non-repairable systems, only transient analy- 
sis is of interest. For repairable systems, both transient analysis 
as well as steady-state analysis are of interest. In this paper, 
we are dealing with manufacturing system behavior over finite 
time-horizons, and hence we are primarily concemed with 
transient analysis. 

The distribution of accumulated reward gives a complete 
picture of the performance of the manufacturing system in the 
face of failures. It is convenient to represent the distribution 
in the form of a two dimensional Laplace transform, Fy- (y ,  t ) ,  
given by [18] 

(1) F ( s ,  p )  = P(O)(pI + sR  - &)-'e 

where s and p are Laplace variables associated with t and 
y, R = diag(yl,y2.  .... ylsl) is a diagonal matrix of size I S I 
x 1 S 1 with the reward rates forming the diagonal, I is the 
identity matrix of size I S I x I S 1, and e is a column vector of 
dimension I S I with unit entries. To obtain the performability 
distribution, one has to invert this two-dimensional transform. 
Efficient algorithms to carry out this inversion for the case 
where the structure state process is an acyclic Markov chain, 
which corresponds to non-repairable systems, have appeared 
in the literature [lo]. However, the inversion is known to be 
computational very expensive for non-acyclic Markov chains 
[9], [18] and one has to resort to numerical techniques. Thus, 
in the case of repairable systems, one is often interested in 
determining the moments of performability measures rather 
than its distribution. To obtain the moments, we use the 
following notation. Let the nth conditional moment of the 
accumulated reward be defined as 

mTL,L = E[Y"( t )  I Z(O) = 21. i E S. n 2 I 

Let us define the I S I-dimensional vector of rewards 

Then it is known that m,(t) evolves according to the 
equation [ 131 

We obtain the unconditional nth moment from 

In the above, the superscript T indicates transposition. From 
the above equations, any moment can be obtained by solving 
the above ordinary differential equation (2) .  

c )  Availability measures US special cases of performability 
measures: By setting the rewards as yi = 1 for i E So, 
and y; = 0 for i E S F ,  we see that the performabil- 
ity measures specialize to availability measures. Then point 
performability X ( t )  would correspond to point availability 
PAV(t) ,  and the accumulated reward Y ( t )  to cumulative 
operational time O( t ) .  Thus, performability measures include 
availability/reliability measures as specific instances. Silva and 
Gail [ 81 have developed a uniformization based algorithm 
for numerical evaluation of the distribution of O(t ) .  Their 
methodology is applicable to Markov chains with hundreds of 
states. It is known that the computation of the distribution of 
O ( t )  is far more difficult than the computation of the transient 
state probability vector P ( t ) .  

d )  Throughput-related performability: Let Ti be the 
throughput in structure state i. If we assign the reward yi = Ti, 
i E S, then the accumulated reward Y ( t )  gives the total 
production over the interval [O. t ] .  E [ Y ( t ) ]  is the average pro- 
duction of the system over [O. t ] ;  Fl,(y, t )  gives the distribution 
of cumulative production. 
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e )  Lead time-related pe$ormability: Let W; be the 
average lead time in structure state i and w be its target upper 
bound in the face of failures. Suppose we are interested in 
computing the probability of the event "average MLT over 
[0, t ]  < w." This can be computed from the distribution 
function F y ( 0 ,  t )  with rewards y; defined as y; = (Wi -w)T; .  

To see the above result, note that the average MLT over 
[0, t]  is the ratio of cumulative workpiece hours over [0, t]  to 
the cumulative production over [0, t]. More precisely, 

s,' WZ(U)TZ(U)dU 
s; TZ(U)du . 

Average lead time over [0, t]  = 

From the above, it follows that 

P(Average MLT over [0, t]  5 w )  

/ r t  r t  \ 

=Fy(O, t )  with y; = (W; - w)Ti 

Hence, we see that by appropriate assignment of rewards, 
one can study different aspects of manufacturing system 
performance in the face of failures. The concept of performa- 
bility constitutes a powerful unifying framework for studying 
the availability, throughput, and lead time performance of a 
failure-prone manufacturing system. This paper focuses on 
availability and throughput-related performability. 

111. PERFORMABILITY OF A FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING CELL 

Consider a flexible manufacturing cell (FMC), depicted 
in Fig. 1 ,  with two identical machine centers M I  and M2. 

An AGV transports workpieces between the pallet pool and 
the machine centers. The machine centers and the AGV are 
individually controlled by programmable controllers (labeled 
MC and AGVC in the figure) which are interconnected by a 
local area network (LAN) to a cell controller. The AGV and 
the machines are failure-prone, while the LAN and the asso- 
ciated computer control system are assumed to be extremely 
reliable. Assuming the failure times and the repair times to 
be exponentially distributed, we can formulate the structure 
state process as a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC), and 
obtain the composite performance-dependability measures by 
associating suitable rewards with the states of the SSP. We 
consider the cases of no repair and decentralized repair. 

A .  Non-Repairable System 

This study is important when the FMC is used in an 
unmanned night shift. The SSP is given by { Z ( u ) , u  2 0) 
with state space 

s = { ( i l j )  E (0, 1 ,2 ) , j  E {0,1)) 

Controlle lCel' 17- 
I I I 

AGV 

Fig. 1 .  A flexible manufacturing cell. 

t Q, 

Fig. 2. SSP of a non-repairable FMC. 

where i denotes the number of machines working, and j 
indicates the status of the AGV: up (1) or down (0). Further, 

so = {(21)1(11)) 
S F  = ((2o)i ( lo) ,  (00)). 

For each structure state in S F ,  the reward is zero since no 
production is possible when the AGV or both the machines 
are down. It is possible to lump all the states in SF into one 
state and call it F .  Then the Markov chain for the SSP is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Let am and aa denote the failure rates of a machine and 
the AGV respectively. The state probability vector P ( t )  and 
the rate matrix Q for this Markov chain are given by 

P( t )  = [ P ( 2 1 ) ( t )  P(l l ) ( t )  p F ( t ) ]  

and 

Qm + aI, 
0 0 0 1 & =  [-(2""o'aa)  2% 

-(am + a,) 

Let us assume that initially the system is in the state (21). 
I ) Availability measures: The instantaneous availability is 

given by 

P A V ( t )  = P ( 2 1 )  ( t )  + P(l1) ( t )  
- - 2e-("m+a")t - e - (2a*+" , ) t  
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The expected operational time, E[O( t ) ] ,  is given by 

E[O(t)l =L(zl)(t) + L(l l ) ( t )  
3 a m  + Qa 

(2am + a a ) ( a m  + a a )  
2e-(am+aa)t  e-(2a,+a,)t + - 

am + a a  2am + a a  

2 )  Performability Measures: Let the production rate of the 
system be 2T when both machines are working, and T when 
only one machine is working; thus, ~ ( 2 1 )  = 2T, and y(ll) = T ;  
of course, there is no production in the failed state, and 
T F  = 0. 

The instantaneous throughput at t is given by 

E [ X ( t ) ]  = 2 T p ( 2 1 ) ( t )  + Tp( l l ) ( t )  = 2Te-("m+aa)t 

The expected cumulative production over [O, t ]  is 

E[Y(t)l =Ypl)L(zl)(t) + Y(ll)L(ll)(C 

(2% + a,) 
2e-("m+"a)t 2am + 

am + a a  + a c  

1 
=2T[ 

1 (2am + aa)(am + a a )  
- 

B .  System with Decentralized Repair 
Assume that a dedicated repairman is provided for repairing 

machine and AGV failures. Unlike the non-repairable system, 
here one needs to distinguish among the failed states. We 
consider the state independent (or, time-dependent) failure case 
and the operation-dependent failure case separately. 

this 
case, the components fail irrespective of whether the system 
is operational or not. The SSP is the same as for the 
non-repairable system. All failure states are recoverable. 
Let Pa and Pm denote the repair rates of the AGV and a 
machine respectively. The SSP is shown in Fig. 3(a); since 
the failure/repair behavior of the machines and the AGV 
are independent, the SSP can be decomposed (exactly) into 
two CTMCs as shown in Fig. 3(b); in the latter figure, the 
failurehepair behavior of each resource type (machines or 
AGV) is described by a unique Markov chain. Thus, the 
transient state probabilities of the SSP, the p( , , ) ( t ) s ,  can be 
obtained from 

I )  Decentralized RepairAndependent Failures: In 

P(ij) ( t )  = pi(t)pj ( t )  

where p ; ( t )  is the probability that i machines are working 
at time t (where i = 0.1: a), and is obtained by solving 
(separately) the failure/repair model of the machines; and, 
p j ( t )  is the probability that j AGV's are working at instant 
t (where j = 0. l), obtained from the corresponding model 
for the AGV. 
2) Decentralized Repairaperation-Dependent Failures: 
Assume that when the system is functional, the resources 
are all fully utilized. Here, since failures occur only when the 
system is operational, the state space of the SSP is 

s = ((21). (ll),  ( 2 0 ) :  (10). (01)) 

2a- a.., 

Pm 

(a) 

For machines 

For AGV 

(b) 

Fig. 3. SSP of a FMC with decentralized repair: state independent 
(time-dependent) failures. (a) SSP for a state-independent failure model. 
(b) Decomposed failure/repair models. 

Fig. 4. SSP of a FMC with decentralized repair: state-dependent failures. 

with 

SO = ((21). (11)): S F  = ((20). (10): (01)) 

The Markov chain model of the SSP is shown in Fig. 4. 
Transitions representing failure will be allowed only when the 
resource is busy. Transition rates can however be computed 
as the product of the failure rates and percentage utilization of 
the resource. The average utilization can be obtained from the 
performance model. If U; represents the average utilization 
of the kth resource in the state ( i . j ) ,  the transition rates are 
as given in Fig. 4. 

C. Numerical Study 
As noted earlier, the expected availability/ performability 

measures for the non-repairable system may be obtained 
analytically. However, for the repairable system, the SSP is a 
positive recurrent Markov Chain, and analytical solutions for 
performance-dependability measures are very hard to obtain. 
One has to resort to numerical techniques. In this section, we 
study the throughput-oriented performability of the FMC. 

Consider the system operation over an interval of 24 hours 
(three consecutive shifts). Let the mean time to failure and 
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400 -J 

Independent 
^^^ failures with 

decentralized 1 
Expected '"" [ repar 
cumulative 
production 

200 L 
100 

0 
10 20 24 

Time in hours 

Fig. 5. Expected cumulative production of a failure-prone FMC. 

0'25 7 
Coefficient of 
variation 
of cumulative 
production o,20 1 

(std. Devn/ Mean) 

0; Indpendeut failures 

0: State-dependent failures 

. 0 . 1 1  , , , , I , , , , I , I 
0 10 20 24 

Time in hours 

Fig. 6. Flexible Manufacturing Cell: Coefficient of variation of cumulative 
production. 

the mean time to repair be respectively 1/a,  = 24 hours and 
l/p, = 2 hours for the AGV, and l/am = 16 hours and 
1/& = 3 hours for a machine. We study the cumulative 
production over the interval [ O , t ]  for the non-repairable sys- 
tem, and the system with decentralized repair. Assume that the 
production rate of each machine is T = 10 parts per hour. The 
reward assignment is: y(21) = 2T = 20, and y(ll) = T = 10; 
and, the other states have reward 0, as they denote system 
failure. 

We consider both independent and state dependent fail- 
ures. Since the utilization in each operational state is loo%, 

= 1 for all i ,  j ,  k. The graph in Fig. 5 compares the 
expected cumulative production of the repairable and non- 
repairable systems. For the non-repairable case, the cumulative 
production begins to saturate, since the system reaches a failure 
state and becomes non-productive. However, in the repairable 
case, the cumulative production keeps increasing since the 
repair facility maintains it in an operational condition. The 
curves for independent and state dependent failure cases are 
identical in both repairable and non-repairable situations. The 
results for independent failure case are only shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 6 shows the coefficient of variation (ratio of standard 
deviation to mean) of cumulative production for the two 
repairable case variants. The coefficient of variation is an index 
of the variability (or, uncertainty) in production induced due 
to resource failure and repair. 

The coefficient of variation is lower for the state-dependent 
failure case relative to the independent failure case, because 
in the former no further failures are possible once the system 
reaches a failed state, whereas they can still occur in the 
latter. The coefficient of variation shows an interesting be- 
havior: it initially increases with the shift duration, peaks, and 
then decreases. This behavior has implications for production 
scheduling, especially in the context of Flexible Manufactur- 
ing, where short production runs are the rule. Consider the 
case where the FM cell has an order for 375 parts. From Fig. 
5, we see that the expected shift duration is 24 hours. One 
may consider the following altematives: 

1 )  Three separate shifts of 8 hours each (expected produc- 
tion of 125 parts for each shift) on separate days, starting 
the system in the fully operational state in each shift. 

2) A single continuous run of 24 hours. 
In general, the first altemative has the advantage of lower 

work in progress, while the second has a shorter delivery 
time. The expected cumulative production values for each of 
the two altematives are very nearly identical. However, the 
variance of the cumulative production is higher in the case of 
the first alternative. Consider the state-dependent failures case. 
For t = 8 hours, the coefficient of variation is 0.22, and for 
t = 24 hours, the coefficient of variation is 0.18. Thus, the 
standard deviation of the production is 3 x 0.22 x 125 N 83 
parts for the first altemative, and 0.18 x 375 N 68 parts for the 
second altemative. Thus, the second altemative is preferable 

0 
Besides studying the performance of a FMC in the face of 

failures, this example also illustrated how the contribution of 
resource unreliability to variability in production systems can 
be quantified. 

from the point of view of reduced variability. 

Iv .  ERFORMABILITY OF A CELLULAR MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEM WITH FINITE BUFFERS AND PRIORITIZED REPAIR 
In this section, we deal with the performability evaluation 

of a cellular manufacturing system. First, we describe the 
architectural features of the system. 

A.  Architecture of the Cellular Manufacturing System 

The cellular manufacturing system (see Fig. 7 )  consists of 
a number of cells which are linked together by a Material 
Handling System (MHS). Each cell consists of a number of 
machines, and a robot to handle within-cell part movement. 
Raw workpieces enter the system at the Load/Unioad station, 
where they are fixtured, and are then routed to one of the cells. 
The MHS moves parts between the LoadKJnload station and 
the various cells. The MHS is typically a conveyor system 
(which also serves as a centralized storage), or a pool of 
AGV's with a centralized storage facility. After completion of 
processing at one of the cells, a finished workpiece is moved 
by the MHS back to the Load/Unload station, where it is 
defixtured. The finished workpiece leaves the system, and a 
raw workpiece takes its place. 

The maximum number of workpieces permitted inside a 
cell at any given time is limited, owing to the finite storage 
capacity available within the cell. On the other hand, the MHS 
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along with the central storage incorporates a sufficiently large 
buffer space so that it can be thought of as possessing infinite 
storage capacity. Thus, if a workpiece routed to a particular 
cell finds that the cell is full, it is refused entry (blocked), and 
is routed back to the centralized storage area. For instance, if 
the MHS is of loop conveyor type, the workpiece will remain 
in circulation on the conveyor. If the workpiece is blocked 
from entry to a cell, the MHS treats it as a new job entering 
the system, and tries to route it to another cell (possibly the 
same one). This mode of blocking is termed rejection blocking 
[15]. Here, once a workpiece is blocked from entry to a cell, 
the MHS does not stop service; instead it proceeds with its 
operation on the other workpieces waiting for transport. We 
also assume that within a cell no further blocking is caused 
once a workpiece is admitted. 

Since each machine in the system is versatile, a particular 
machine can carry out all the required operations on a work- 
piece admitted to its cell. Thus, a given cell can maintain 
production (with a reduced level of throughput) if its material 
handling robot and at least one of the machines are working; 
we thus have cell-level fault-tolerance. At the system level, we 
assume that the cells are functionally equivalent, so that each 
cell can provide the necessary processing for a workpiece. 
Hence, one cell is sufficient to maintain production (at a 
reduced throughput). Thus, the cellular AMS exhibits a high 
degree of fault-tolerance. We say the manufacturing system is 
available (or, operational) if the MHS and at least one of the 

cells are available; in turn, a cell is available if its robot and 
at least one of its machines are available. 

Over a specified period of operation, owing to the randomly 
occurring subsystem failures and subsequent repairs, the cellu- 
lar AMS will function in different configurations and exhibit 
varying levels of performance over the (random) residence 
times in‘ these configurations. In the following, we study the 
availability and performability of the system when it uses 
centralized repair, with different number of repairmen, 

B .  Performance model of the Cellular AMS 

To carry out a performance analysis for the cellular AMS 
(Fig. 7(a)), we view it as a central server model, as shown 
in Fig. 7(b). The combination of the MHS, Loadmnload 
station, and the central storage is modeled as the central server 
having infinite buffer capacity, and the cells are modeled as 
subnetworks with blocking, owing to their finite capacities. We 
shall refer to the combination of the MHS, the Loadmnload 
station, and the central storage, as the “MHS”. The system 
description is based on the paper by Dallery and Yao [7]. 

I )  Modeling Issues: Let the number of cells be denoted 
C,  and the MHS be denoted cell 0. The constant number 
of workpieces circulating in the system is denoted N .  The 
number of machines in cell c (including the material handling 
robot) is denoted m, + 1. The robot in cell c is denoted 
Mc,o, and the other machines are denoted MC,1, . . . Mc,mc. 
The maximum number of workpieces permitted inside cell c is 
denoted K,. The number of workpieces inside cell c, denoted 
IC,, satisfies 0 5 kc 5 K,. 

The system operates as follows: on fixturing, a workpiece is 
probabilistically routed to cell c, 1 5 c 5 C ,  with probability 
p,; these probabilities satisfy E:=’=, p c  = 1. Depending on the 
number of workpieces currently present in cell e, there are 
two possibilities: 

1)  If kc < K,, then the workpiece is admitted to the cell, 
with the material handling robot in the cell removing it 
from the conveyor. Part routing within the cell follows 
a classical central server pattem. With probability p C , % ,  
the robot routes the workpiece to machine Mc,z in cell c 
(here, 1 5 L 5 7n,.); or, the workpiece exits the cell (with 
the robot placing it on the conveyor) with probability 
p , , ~ .  These routing probabilities satisfy C20pc,z = 1. 
The processing time (part move time in the case of the 
robot) at is exponentially distributed with mean 

2) If IC,  = K,, the cell capacity is fully occupied; the 
workpiece is blocked, and remains on the conveyor. The 
MHS again chooses a destination cell (probabilistically) 
for the workpiece and tries to route it to that cell. 

In all cases, the part move time on the MHS is assumed to 
be exponentially distributed with mean l/po. 

Dallery and Yao [7] have shown that a queuing model 
of the system is product form under the First Come First 
Served (FCFS) queueing assumption, in spite of the blocking 
phenomena present in the model. They have derived an 
algorithm for the exact performance evaluation of the queueing 

1/pr 1 .  
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Initial marking: 

N tokens in PMHS 
K ,  tokens in PFneBuffers,, c = I, 2 

Fig. 8. GSPN model for the performance analysis of the cellular AMS 

model. In this paper, we use a GSPN based model for carrying 
out a system performance evaluation. 

2) GSPN Model-A Two-Cell System: We consider a typi- 
cal system, consisting of two cells (C = 2 )  and a load/unload 
station, linked together by a centralized loop conveyor type of 
MHS. Each cell has two machines (m, = 2 :  c = 1.2) ,  and 
a material handling robot. The GSPN model of the system 
appears in Fig. 8. Table I gives the interpretation of the places 
and transitions in the GSPN model of Fig. 8. In the initial 
marking, we have N tokens in PMHS, and K,  tokens in each 
PFreeBuffers,. 

The transition TMHS that represents the conveyor operation 
is modeled as an infinite server with processing rate /LO 
per workpiece, since it is simultaneously moving all the 
workpieces. Similarly, the number of tokens in the place 
PFreeBuffers, indicates the free buffers available in cell c 
(the marking of this place is the cell buffer capacity K,  minus 
the number of workpieces already present in cell c). Thus, 
when the MHS tries to route a part to cell c ,  it is permitted to 
enter that cell only if buffer space is available. Otherwise, the 
workpiece is returned to the conveyor, by firing the immediate 
transition TBlock,; the inhibitor arc from place PFreeBuffers, 
to the TBlock,  models the rejection blocking. 

The operation of the robots and the machines in each cell 
are modeled using standard GSPN techniques. All these act as 
single server queues, with exponential processing times. When 
a workpiece leaves a given cell c, by firing transition TEsit,, 
a token is deposited in PFreeBuffers,, indicating the freeing 
of one buffer in cell c. 

C .  Structure State Process 

We assume an independent failure model. Let (1 5 c 5 
2; 0 5 i 5 m,) denote the mean failure rate of machine Mc,i, 

TABLE 1 
LEGEND FOR THE GSPN PERFORMANCE MODEL OF THE CELLULAR AMs 

Places 

PMHS 

PFrrr 
Bufrrsr Free buffer spaces in cell c 

PEntrr c Workpiece attempting to enter cell ( 
PRohotc Workpieces waiting for/ moved by the robot of cell c 

PCrllRoutrc A workpiece in cell c is being routed 
PMc Workpieces waitmg for/ served by machine AIc I in cell < 

Workpieces being handled by the MHS 
PHMS Route Workpiece being routed by MHS 

Transitions 

TCeII, 
TBloch, 
TEntrr, 
TEnt,  

TOM(, , 

TMHS 

TMc, I 

Immediate; probability of firing p(  
A workpiece is routed to cell c by the MHS 
Immediate: a workpiece trying to enter cell c is blocked 
Immediate: a workpiece is allowed into cell c 
Immediate; a finished workpiece leaves cell c 
Immediate; probability p' ., 
In cell c, a workpiece is routed to M ( , ,  
Timed: firing rate (number of tokens in PHMS) x [ io ;  

Models the infinite server operation of the MHS 
Times; firing rate pC,, 
Models the processing (or part move) time in M < , ,  

and let its mean repair time be l / / j c , t ;  and, let cy0 and PO 
denote respectively the failure and repair rate of the MHS. 
All failure and repair times are assumed to be exponentially 
distributed. A pool of identical repairmen is available to work 
on the failed subsystems. A repairman can work on only one 
failed subsystem at a time. A failed subsystem can use the 
services of only one repairman. For example, if only one 
machine has failed, and there are two idle repairmen, one 
repairman starts working on the failed machine, and the other 
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Fig. 9. GSPN model for the Structure state process of the cellular AMS. 

repairman continues to be idle. Let N R  denote the number of 
repairmen in the system. 

The following non-preemptive priority rule is applied for 
selecting the item for next repair: 

1) MHS: priority level 3 (highest priority) 
2) Robots, Mlo and M20: priority level 2 
3) Other machines, M11,  MI^, Mzl, M22: priority level 1 

(lowest priority) 
4) Among failed units with the same priority level, each 

failed unit is chosen with equal probability, provided no 
higher priority items are waiting for repair. 

The reason for the above priority allocation is obvious when 
one notes that the conveyor is a single point failure for the 
entire system, the robot for the cell. 

Figure 9 shows the GSPN model of the structure state 
process; it models the failure and repair of the different 
subsystems. Table I1 gives the interpretation of the places and 
transitions of this GSPN, and also indicates the assignment 
of the numerical suffix to each place/ transition. Place Pup0 
indicates that the MHS is working; timed transition TFailo 
models the random failure of the MHS; place PDowno 
indicates that the MHS has failed, and is awaiting repair; the 
immediate transition TSelo represents choosing the MHS for 
repair: place PRepo indicates that the MHS is under repair; 

and, the timed transition TRepo models the repair on the 
MHS. Similarly named places and transitions with indices 
i =  1, . . . , 6  represent the corresponding status/ activity 
with respect to the other subsystems. Initially, all the seven 
subsystems are assumed to be functioning, and all repairmen 
are idling. Thus, in the initial marking, a token is placed in 
each of the places PUpi, i = 0,  . . . ,6 ;  the number of tokens 
in the place PFreeRepairmen equals N R .  

In order to carry out the availability and performability 
analysis on this GSPN, we use the the notion of a GSPN 
reward model developed by Ciardo et al. [4]. In Section 11, we 
modeled the SSP as a Markov process, and associated rewards 
with the states of the Markov process. Here, we are using 
a GSPN model of the SSP. Since GSPNs are isomorphic to 
continuous-time Markov chains, a tangible marking s of the 
GSPN is a typical structure-state of the SSP, and the state 
space of the SSP of the performability model of the cellular 
AMS is the set S of the tangible markings [ l ]  of the GSPN of 
Fig. 9. One can assign rewards with the tangible markings of 
the GSPN and obtain a stochastic (Markovian) reward model. 

Modeling the SSP with a GSPN rather than a Markov 
chain directly is advantageous in the same fashion as a 
GSPN performance model is easier to use than a direct 
Markovian performance model. A GSPN model with reward 
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TABLE 11 TABLE 111 
LEGEND FOR THE GSPN MODEL OF THE SSP OF THE CELLULAR AMs FAILURE AND REPAIR TIMES (IN HOURS) OF THE SUBSYSTEMS 

Index assigned for each subsystem in the GSPN 

Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Subsystem MHS Robot, .UIO Robot, MZO -ZII I  -VII AI11 d f l l  

MHS Cell 1 Cell 2 
Equipment Conveyor Robot, 1 1 1 1  Robot, .!I21 .!I~L 

.!I10 -140 

Failure time, Iln 480 96 12 12 64 12  72 
Repair time, 1/3 40 15 12 12 15 12 12 

Places 

PUP, Subsystem i is working 

PRep, Subsystem i under repair 
PDown, Subsystem i has failed, and is awaiting 

PFreeReparations Idle repainnen 

repair 

Transitions 

TFail, 
TRep, 
TSel, 

Timed transition; models breakdown of subsystem i 
Timed transition; models repair of subsystem I 

Immediate; failed subsystem i taken up for repair 

In marking s, the entire system is available (functioning) if 
the MHS and at least one of the two cells are available: 

AVAIL(AMS, s )  
1 (#(Pup,: s )  = 1) AND ( (AVAIL(Cell1: s) = 1) 

OR (AVAIL(Cell2: s) = 1) ) 

0 Otherwise 

(3) 
= {  

For availability analysis, set the reward associated with state 
s E S to be 

ys = AVAIL(AMS, S )  Priorities of transitions 

Transition Priority 
TTSelo 3 

TTSell, TTSelz 2 
TTSel3. TTSel4, 7TSe1.5, TTSel6 1 

All rimed transitions 0 

specification may be converted to an underlying Markovian 
reward model, using (automated) techniques very similar to 
those used to convert a GSPN performance model into an 
underlying continuous-time Markov chain [4]. Once we obtain 
the underlying Markovian reward model, it can be analysed 
for various performability measures by well-established tech- 
niques, such as those referred to in Section 11. 

D. Availability Analysis 
For computing availability measures, a reward rate of either 

0 or 1 is to be associated with each tangible marking of 
the GSPN model of the SSP. Let #(PLACE,s )  denote the 
number of tokens in place “ P L A C E ”  in tangible marking s.  
Cell c is available in this marking if the robot and at least one 
of the machines in the cell are functioning. Hence, we have 

AVAIL( Cclll. S) 
1 if (#(Pupl. 0) = 1) AND ( (#(PUp3.s) = 1) 

OR (#(Pup,. s )  = 1) ) 

0 Otherwise 

and 

With this reward assignment, one can evaluate various 
availability measures. The following numerical example con- 
siders cumulative availability measures, computed using the 
randomization algorithm [8] on the underlying Markovian 
chain of the GSPN of Fig. 9. 
1 )  Numerical Example 4.14is tr ihut ion of Cumulative Oper- 
ational Time: We assume the values of the mean failure times 
and mean repair times of the various equipment given in Table 
111. We consider the system operation over a six-day week, 
working two eight-hour shifts a day, i.e., t = 96 hours. 

We study the impact of the number of repairmen, N E ,  on 
the attainable levels of system availability. All the subsystems 
are assumed to be properly functioning at the start. We study 
the (complementary) distribution of the cumulative operational 
time over the operation period of 96 hours; Fig. 10 gives this 
figure of merit for N n  = 1 . 2 , 3  repairmen. This graph shows 
the probability achieving a system uptime of U hours over the 
t = 96 hour duration, where U takes values in [O. t] .  From this 
graph, we see that at least two repairmen are necessary to give 
an uptime of U = 72 hours with a probability of 0.8; a single 
repairman is unable to satisfy this requirement. 

E. Performability Evaluation 

In this section, we consider the evaluation of the mean 
and variance of performability measures. A potential difficulty 
in the performability evaluation of the cellular AMS is the 
requirement to solve a large number of performance models 
of the system, owing to the large state-space of the SSP. For in- 
stance, even for the non-repairable version of the system, there 
are 128 structure states. However, a closer look at the problem 
reveals that 1) several of the structure states are “failed” states, 
so the reward assignments are obtained trivially; and, 2) among 
the “working” structure states, several are equivalent in the 
sense that they give rise to the same performance model. 
More specifically, to obtain the throughput in a given marking 
s, it is necessary to consider only the equipment that are in 
working condition. Hence, we have to consider the different 
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TABLE IV 
SIZE OF THE STATE-SPACE OF THE SSP FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF REPAIRMEN 

No. of repairmen 0 1 2 3  

No. of states in SSP 128 449 680 589 

markings of only a subset of the places in the GSPN i.e., the 
markings of only the seven places “PUpO,” through “PUp6.” 
As an illustration of the first observation, for the non-repairable 
system, 64 possible markings with “PUpO” empty, denoting 
the MHS has failed, are failure states, and the throughput in 
those states is 0. To illustrate the second observation, assume 
that the MHS is functioning, all the equipment in cell 1 is 
working, and that the robot M20 of cell 2 has failed; there are 
four possible markings for the status of the machines M21 and 
M22 of cell 2, but these four states are equivalent as far as the 
performance model is concemed. 

There are three possible working configurations for each 
cell: 1) Robot and both machines operational; 2) robot and 
first machine operational, but second machine failed; and 3) 
robot and second machine operational, but first machine failed. 
The number of distinct working configurations of the AMS is 
easily determined as follows: 

1) Both cell 1 and cell 2 working: 3 x 3 = 9 configurations. 
2) Cell 1 up, cell 2 down: 3 configurations.] 
3) Cell 2 up, cell 1 down: 3 configurations. 
Hence, the number of separate runs of the performance 

model is only 15, one for each “working configuration” of 
the manufacturing system; this figure is much smaller than the 
state space of the SSP. For comparison, we show the size of the 
state space of the SSP for various values of N R  in Table 1V. 

A key feature to be considered is the choice of routing 
parameters dependent on the structure state of the system; for 
instance, if all the equipment in cell 1 are working, but one of 
the machines in cell 2 has failed, we would like to direct more 
workpieces to cell 1 than to cell 2. The following numerical 
example illustrates a specific probabilistic routing policy that 
is changed adaptively with structure state changes. 

TABLE V 
THE AVERAGE PROCESSING TIMES USED IN THE PERFORMANCE MODEL 

Robot Robot 
Equipment MHS M l o  M 1 1  , Z f z ~  M2l .Zf;z 

Processing time 8 1 2 4  1 3 5  
(minj 

1)  Numerical Example 4.2-Performability Analysis: In this 
example, we compute the performability measures for the 
system with different number of repairmen. 

2 )  System Parameters: Table V summarizes the average 
processing times (move time for MHS and robots) used in 
the performance model. 

The constant number of fixtures circulating in the system 
is N = 10. We assume that cell 1 can permit at most five 
workpieces to be present at a time (K1 = 5), and cell 2 allows 
a maximum of 6 workpieces (Kz = 6). 

The routing probabilities under failure-jree conditions are: 
1) To the cells, from the MHS: p1 = 0.5, pz  = 0.51 
2) In cell 1: p l , ~  = 0.2; p1,l = 0.5; and, p1,2 = 0.3 
3) In cell 2: p2,o = 0.25; p z , ~  = 0.55; and, p2,2  = 0.2 
These routing probabilities satisfy the condition 

C Z & , i  = 1. 
The following scheme is used for routing when some of the 

resources have failed: 
1 )  Routing within the cells: Assume cell c is working but 

exactly one Mc;, (i = 1 , 2 )  has failed. In this case the 
working machine carries all processing load; e.g., if Mcl 
is working and Mc2 has failed, set pC,1 = 1 - pc,o. 

a) If only one cell is working, it carries all workpieces 
are routed to it; e.g., if cell 1 is up and cell 2 is 
down, p l  = 1, and p2 = 0. 

b) If both cells are working, and both have the same 
number of working machines, the routing probabil- 
ities to either cell are equal. But, if one cell has 
2 working machines and the other has only one, 
the MHS routes a workpiece to the former with 
probability 2/3, and to the latter with probability 1/3. 

As mentioned earlier, this choice of routing probabilities 
tries to allocate more workpieces to the cell with a higher 
number of operational equipment. One can also consider 
altemative routing strategies under failure conditions. 
3) Throughput-Related PerformabilitpMoments of Cumula- 
tive Production: Figure 11 shows the expected cumulative 
production over a 96 hour period, with one, two, and three 
repairmen. As expected, the average cumulative production 
increases with the number of repairmen employed. Figure 12 
shows the coefficient of variation of cumulative production 
(standard deviation divided by mean). The use of more re- 
pairmen has not only increased the cumulative production, but 
also reduced the degree of variability induced by equipment 
failures. 

Another important feature is the time-dependence of the 
coefficient of variation during the 96 hour period considered; it 
is lower for shorter intervals, and increases as time progresses. 
This has implications for maintenance planning. We mentioned 

2) Routing from the MHS to the cells: 
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Fig. 11. Expected cumulative production of the cellular AMS over various subintervals 

that this system works two eight-hour shifts per day. Consider 
the three repairmen case. If preventive maintenance is carried 
out in the third shift every day (that is after 16 hours of 
operation), so that all resources are restored to fully operational 
condition, the coefficient of variation can be kept under 
0.28. If preventive maintenance is carried out every alternate 
day (that is after 32 hours of operation), the coefficient of 
variation can be maintained at around 0.36. If the preventive 
maintenance is carried out after every 3 days (48 working 
hours), the coefficient of variation can be maintained at 0.45. 
The numerical results shown here how maintenance can be 
planned to control the degree of randomness introduced by 
resource failures. 

Owing to the relatively large dimension of the state space 
of the SSP, and the repairable nature of the system (leading 
to an irreducible Markov chain model for the SSP) we do not 
attempt to compute distributions of performability measures. 
For instance, the randomization-based algorithm of Silva and 
Gail [9] has a computational complexity that is exponential in 
the number of reward rates. For the cellular AMs, we have 16 
different reward rates (15 different working configurations, and 
a failure configuration), and a software implementation will 
be prohibitively expensive (computationally). Although other 
numerical techniques with polynomial-time complexity have 
been reported [ 181 for performability distribution evaluation 
for repairable systems, the size of the state space in our 
problem is much higher than the maximum state space size 
considered in the literature. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper presented the performability framework for 
analysing the performance of AMs’s in the face of subsys- 
tem failures. We showed how this framework provides for 
unified, quantitative analysis of the availability, throughput, 
and manufacturing lead-time related performance of a failure- 
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prone manufacturing system, through the concept of structure 
state processes and appropriately chosen rewards. 

We presented performability results for a flexible man- 
ufacturing cell, and a two cell system with blocking and 
prioritized, centralized repair, along with several numerical 
examples. By computing the first and second moments of the 
throughput-oriented performability measures, we also quanti- 
tatively studied the variability induced by equipment failures 
on system production. 

The results reported here can form the basis of several 
enhancements, such as conducting performability studies with 
multiple part types, and developing efficient techniques for 
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computing the distribution of performability measures, thereby 
giving a complete quantitative study of the performance of 
failure-prone manufacturing systems. 
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